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August 2015 Specials

  

 

Ancestral Healing

 

We all have patterns that have been imprinted in our cellular memory from the

experiences of our ancestors. Our DNA is altered in a way that allows these to be

passed down genetically from generation to generation. Many of these patterns are

vital to our well-being and to how we carry ourselves in the world, while others play

a critical role in the manifestation of inherited disease and emotional dysfunction.

 

The human body contains all of the intelligence required to maintain its balance and

homeostasis, hence the adage, “there is wisdom within our bones.” This includes the

accumulated understanding of our ancestors, but this is often obscured by the so-

called negative aspects of our past experiences. The following six essences can help

us become aware of and then surrender this negative imprinting so we can fully

embody the wisdom of our ancestors and apply it to our daily lives. They are being

offered at a 25% discount during the month of August.

 

Black Spruce • Liard Hot Springs • Reindeer Moss 
Sitka Burnet • White Lupine • Yellow Dryas

1/4-oz/7.5ml stock regular: $8.95 - Special $6.71

1-oz/30ml stock regular: $13.45 - Special $10.09

 

We are excited to announce that when you purchase all six of these specially

discounted essences you will now receive them in a sturdy and attractive kit box. 

 

**This discount may NOT be combined with any other customer discounts.

 
________________________________________________________________________

Black Spruce

 

Reindeer Moss

 

White Lupine

Join us on Facebook 

to learn more about the

Alaskan Essences. 

Black Spruce represents the

ancient grandfather energy of

nature. Its essence helps us open

our perceptions to the wisdom that

is present within each of us, our

ancestral heritage, and the

collective consciousness of the

planet. It helps us connect more

fully with the eternal aspects of who

we are, and in particular, with

knowledge gained from past lessons

that we need to reactivate in the

context of our current life

situations. 

 

Liard Hot Springs carries an

original archetype of innocence. It

can help us surrender any patterns

of guilt and self condemnation we

have taken on during our lifetimes

on this planet. This cleansing brings

us back in touch with the innocent

truth of who we really are–spiritual

beings who have come to this Earth

to learn.  

 

Rein deer Moss is an ancient plant

that has seen and measured our

collective evolution down through

the ages. Its essence opens our

awareness of the continuum, the

constant, eternal nature of life, and

can help us understand ourselves

and our history—what has been,

what is, and what will be. This

enables us to establish a sense of

unity with each other so we are able

to move beyond our collective

suffering to a commonality of

purposeful re-creation. 

 

Sitka Burnet helps us address

internal conflicts from unknown

origins that cause us to feel bound

and limited by the past. It

empowers us to see and understand

all the information relevant to a

particular life lesson so that we can

bring that learning experience to

completion and release all the

energy dynamics associated with it. 

 

White Lupine helps those who are

caught up in unhealthy family

dynamics such as old resentments

and arguments that have remained

unsolved for generations. It

supports the release of familial and

tribal karmic patterns of behavior,

and old treasured wounds and

grievances, without reactivity or

attachment.

 

Yellow Dryas is for those who feel

isolated from or unsupported by

their family, friends, and community.

Such individuals are often at the

leading edge of their respective

fields of expression, and as a result

may often feel lonely or

disconnected. This essence can help

them connect with others on a

deeper soul level so they can

continue their outward explorations

in an easier way.

Liard Hot Springs

 

Sitka Burnet

 

Yellow Dryas

Visit our Online Store for

these and other Alaskan

Essences products. 

 
 'Helping Animals Heal'

A workshop by Steve Johnson

 
This three day workshop is an opportunity for animal lovers and those working in

the fields of animal health care and animal rescue to learn the effective application

of the Alaskan flower, gem, and environmental essences. 

 
This workshop will be held in the beautiful Bitterroot Valley of Montana

Saturday, September 26 - Monday, September 28, 2015

A non-refundable $35 deposit secures your space!

 
Click HERE for Registration information

Click HERE for Registration Form

 
Contact our office at 800-545-9309

Or email: inquire@alaskanessences.com

 

Alaskan Essences Inc • 2365 Red Crow Rd • PO Box 1090 • Victor MT 59875 

www.alaskanessences.com • inquire@alaskanessences.com • 800-545-9309
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